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ABSTRACT
The Mine Delivery Model is a Monte Carlo computer simula-
tion of the delivery of mines in detail by ships, submarines^
and/or aircraft. Inputs are of such a nature as to permit the
simulated execution of any specific mining plan and the out-
puts provide sufficient information for subsequent evaluation
of the plan by a threat assessment model.
The model as programmed for the CDC 1604 Computer con-
sists of five programs. The first two programs convert input
data, the third and main program is the mine delivery simula-
tion, the fourth program provides a detailed printout of both
inputs and game results, i.e., the calculated parameters for
each mine layed accompanied by selected statistics, and the
fifth program provides statistics and graphs on the distribu-
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1. Introduction
The Mining Delivery Model is a Monte Carlo computer simula-
tion of sea mine delivery by ships, aircraft, and/or submarines.
The purpose of the model is to provide the U. S. Navy the capa-
bility of simulating any planned mining operation through the
utilization of high speed digital computing equipment. The
over-all model concept in mine warfare includes several phases
from mine selection through threat assessment, and mine delivery
is but one phase of this over-all concept (see figure 1, a
schematic showing the several phases and their interrelation-
ships) .
In early 1965 the Office of the Assistant to the Chief of
Naval Operations for War Gaming Matters (OP-06C) established the
requirement for a mine warfare modeling effort and assigned the
task to the Computational Analysis Laboratory at the Naval
Weapons Laboratory (NWL) , Dahlgren, Virginia. In the summer of
1965 the authors of this thesis had the opportunity to view the
state of the mine warfare gaming project at NWL. At that time
the minefield threat assessment phase of the model was well
underway and the mine delivery phase was scheduled to be begun
in the spring of 1966. The authors then proposed to undertake
the design and building of the mine delivery phase as a thesis
project. The topic was of immediate interest to us due to our
background experience in the mine forces and because it pre-
sented an excellent opportunity to exercise the analysis and
gaming techniques studied in the Operations Analysis Curriculum
Mine Selection Phase
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Modify mine selection accordingly.
Figure It Sohematio of the Over-all Model Concept in Mine Warfare
at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School.
It has been the authors' objective that the mine delivery
phase of the over-all model would provide the minefield data
necessary for a tie-in operation with the existing threat
assessment phase as developed by NWL. Every effort has been
made to maintain liason with NWL to ensure compatibility of
the model phases. Since several unique approaches to simula-
tion problems have been included, special care has been taken
to explain in detail each of these features in subsequent
sections and to provide guidelines for the modification of
the model where necessary to ensure flexibility and consis-
tency with the requirements of the user.
At the outset it was decided that the model in this
thesis would be unclassified, hence all data for the vehicles,
mines, and the minefield used in the test runs shown in this
thesis were arbitrarily or randomly generated and only
represent a cross-section of authentic vehicles, mines and
mining plans in the most general way.
The authors wish to take this opportunity to express
their gratitude to Professor Alvin Andrus , Operations Analysis
Department, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, for assistance
and encouragement as our thesis advisor; Lieutenant Colonel
R. V. Schick, U.S.M.C, Office of the Assistant to the Chief
of Naval Operations for War Gaming Matters, for his interest
and contributions in co-ordinating our efforts with NWL's
efforts; and to the personnel of the Amphibious Warfare Sec-
tion, Naval Weapons Laboratory, and the personnel of the Com-
puter Facility, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, for their
generous cooperation.
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2. An Overview of the Mine Delivery Model.
The Mine Delivery Model presented in this thesis simulates
the delivery of sea mines by aircraft, ships, and submarines
from the time of arrival of the delivery vehicle at the mine-
field objective area until it completes or aborts its mission,
or is attrited, along with the determination of the pertinent
mine parameters. The model is programmed in the FORTRAN 63
computer language for the Control Data Corporation 1604 Com-
puter available at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School; this
is a comparable language to the FORTRAN IV language for IBM
computers . Special care has been taken to ensure that the
coding is also compatible with the IBM 7090/7094 series com-
puters.
The following is a summary of the model's general
characteristics
.
The geographical limits are a rectangular area of any
size which includes the minefield and all geographical points
to be used in the simulation.
The offensive forces are limited to a total of 50 delivery
vehicles and 167 mines. The vehicles are further limited to a
maximum of ten aircraft types, ten ship types, and nine sub-
marine types. Mines are also limited to a maximum of 24 air-
craft types, ten ship types, and eight submarine types.
Enemy forces are simulated by appropriate vehicle attri-
tion routines.
All the foregoing limitations may be increased with minor
11
program changes.
The structure of the Mine Delivery Model involves five com-
puter programs linked by data storage on magnetic tape. The five
programs are briefly described as follows.
Program GRID is an auxiliary program which transforms mine-
field geographical data in latitude and longitude to X and Y co-
ordinates in yards relative to a pre-selected reference point.
The converted data is stored on magnetic tape for use in program
MINDEL. A detailed description of this program appears in
Appendix I.
Program SURFIT is an auxiliary program which fits an Nth
degree polynomial to a surface. In this particular application
it is used to fit polynomials to (1) the minefield bottom contour
and (2) the minefield bottom type surface. The coefficients and
degrees of the two fitting polynomials are stored on magnetic tape
along with the data from program GRID for use in program MINDEL.
A detailed description of this program appears in Appendix II.
Program MINDEL is the main program which simulates the deliv-
ery operation. It is discussed in detail in the following section.
It suffices to summarize here that program MINDEL utilizes the data
from magnetic tape and punched card input data to game the events
occurring to delivery vehicles and to determine the mine parameters
according to the respective mine sequences. A printed summary
narrative presents the details of vehicle events and the status of
each mine. All input data and the results of each mine lay are
stored on magnetic tape for use in program MINDEL 1 . *
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Program MINDELl is an auxiliary program which provides a de-
tailed printout of all input data and a detailed description of
each mine layed and its parameters as determined in program
MINDEL. In addition it compiles the statistics of the number of
mines layed, buried, not buried, effective, and compromised.
The distributions of the mine positions are stored on magnetic
tape for use in program LSQRPLOT. A detailed presentation of
program MINDELl appears in Appendix XI. A discussion of the
statistical routines appears in Section Four.
Program LSQRPLOT is an auxiliary program which computes a
least squares fit to the cumulative distributions of the mine
positions along the minefield X and Y axes, and presents graphs
of both frequency and cumulative distributions on the axes. In
addition, a random minefield is generated utilizing the statis-
tics compiled in program MINDELl. This program is discussed in
Section Four and a program listing appears in Appendix XII.
The segmenting of the model into five programs was necessi-
tated by the storage capacity of the CDC 1604 Computer available;
however, each program is a logical portion of the model for the
purposes of parametric analysis and for controlling the degree of
information which may be desired by the user. In a typical em-
ployment of the model programs GRID and SURFIT would be run once
to convert the geographical and bottom data for a specific mining
plan. The taped data from these two programs is then available
for repeated use by program MINDEL. Program MINDEL is then run
for the desired number of iterations and/or for parametric anal-
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ysis which may be performed by varying the punched card input data,
Program MINDELl, utilizing the taped output of program MINDEL, is
then run once for each set of punched card input to program MINDEL,
Following each run of program MINDELl, program LSQRPLOT is run if
the extent of the desired information includes the mine position
distributions on the two axes.
The approximate storage capacities and running times for the












a. One iteration 14,000
b. 80 iterations 14,000
MINDELl
a. One iteration 13,500




This data is based on the sample run, a portion of which appears
in Appendix XIII.
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3. MINDEL: The Mine Delivery Simulation.
This section is a detailed dissertation on Program MINDEL and
the background methodology, assumptions, and concepts resulting
from the authors' analysis of the mine delivery operation. The
real world characteristics of mining vehicles and mines involved
in a mining operation have been examined and the critical aspects
have been extrapolated to form a usable model as described herein.
In Program MINDEL each vehicle is considered to have arrived
at the minefield objective area. The vehicles are selected in
order of their arrival and each vehicle is then considered to
follow a track attempting to lay its mines in their intended
positions. As the vehicle progresses along its track, the attri-
tion and damage routines appropriate to the vehicle type are con-
sidered. At each mine release point a sequence of events which
is determined by the vehicle and mine characteristics is begun.
The outcomes of the events in this sequence determine the final
position of the mine and its parameters. With the exception of
a few deterministic events, the outcomes of events are probabil-
istic and each outcome is resolved by comparing a random number
from a uniform distribution on the interval zero to one to a
probability provided by the user. If the vehicle survives and
completes the transit of its assigned track, it is assumed to
depart the minefield objective area and the next vehicle is

















Figure 2, Flowchart of Basic Logic in the Mine Delivery Model,
1
A
A more comprehensive commentary of the authors' approach to
the mine delivery simulation follows in succeeding paragraphs.
Program MINDEL uses input data from both magnetic tape and
punched cards. The taped input includes:
1. Co-ordinates of the minefield perimeter.
2. Co-ordinates of the minefield reference point.
3. Vehicle leg description lists.
4. Parameters of the bottom contour and bottom type poly-
nomials .
The punched card data includes
:
1. Vehicle Arrival List.
2. Vehicle characteristics lists.
3. Mine characteristics lists.
4. Mine Description List.
5. Aircraft Bombrack Array.
6. Submarine end of mission time.
7. Array of initializing values for the pseudo-random
number generator.
The above data is read in under indices established by the user.
The indices and the array dimensions shown in the sample program
listing included in Appendix IV were chosen on the basis of
computer storage limitations. If a greater storage capacity is
available to the user, a simple change to the appropriate dimension
statements, following the guidelines of Appendix IV, will suffice
to increase the force limits as desired.
The underlying methodology of the model is based on the con-
cept of the vehicle leg. The leg is a series of points consisting
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of an initial point, one or more mine intended positions (or mine
firing positions in the case of submarine self-propelled mines) , and
a terminal point. While there are no restrictions on the orientation
of a leg or on the orientation of the points on a leg with respect to
each other, each pair of points in sequence is considered connected
by a straight line segment (see Figure 3) . If a vehicle is assigned
more than one leg, the legs are considered joined by a straight line
from the terminal point of each leg to the initial point of the next
leg.
A vehicle, starting from the leg initial point, transits the
leg by "passing through" the successive mine intended positions on
the leg until it arrives at the leg terminal point. Germane to the
concept of "passing through" a mine intended position are the
assumptions that a vehicle always attempts to lay each mine at the
intended position of that mine, and that at the time of each lay the
vehicle considers itself to be at its calculated release point
within the limits of its navigational capability.
Prior to the beginning of any iterations of MINDEL a submarine
end of mission time (TAM) is determined. TAM is the date- time by
which submarine operations in the minefield objective area are to
terminate. The user has the option of assigning a desired date-
time to TAM or assigning it a zero value except when submarines
are the only vehicle type used a specific value of TAM must be
assigned. When a zero value for TAM is used the submarine (s) must
be the first vehicle type(s) to enter the minefield objective area,
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Example 1. Single Straight Leg
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Example 3« Multiple Legs
Figure 3» Graphical Examples of the Leg Concept.
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of the first vehicle of another type at the minefield objective
area. Further discussion of the application of TAM is included
in the description of the Submarine Sequence of Events.
The user assigns an appropriate value for the number of
iterations of MINDEL desired. This value is dependent on the
sample size the user feels is necessary to provide adequate re-
sults. Each iteration is played using the basic input data and
a different set of random numbers. This is accomplished by the
selection of a new initializing value for the random number gen-
erator at the beginning of each iteration. These initializing
values may be selected from the set of odd integers from 1 to
67108863 inclusive and they determine the set of uniformly dis-
tributed random numbers generated by Subroutine RANI on the real
interval zero to one. This random number generator is utilized
throughout the program, and all other random number distributions
are obtained from it through appropriate transformations.
In the discussion which follows only one iteration of MINDEL
is being described.
Following the duplication of the Aircraft Bombrack Array into
a temporary array, necessitated by the destructive features of the
bombrack search routine in each iteration, a vehicle is selected
from the Vehicle Arrival List. The Vehicle Arrival List contains,
in order of their arrival at their first assigned initial points,
^.C. Pike and I.D. Hill, "Algorithm 266," Communications
of the ACM , VIII(October, 1965), pp. 605-606.
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the following information for each vehicle:
1. Date-time of arrival.
2. Vehicle type indicator.
3. Vehicle number.
4. Total number of legs assigned.
5. Number of bombracks for aircraft.
6. Ordered list of legs assigned.
The vehicle type indicator of the selected vehicle is examined to
determine which of the three basic vehicle types it is. If the
vehicle type indicator is between 000 and 009 inclusive, the vehicle
is a submarine type and is treated as set forth in the Submarine
Sequence of Events. If the vehicle type indicator is between 010
and 099 inclusive, the vehicle is a ship type and is treated as set
-forth in the Ship Sequence of Events. If the vehicle type indicator
is between 100 and 999 inclusive, the vehicle is an aircraft type
and is treated as set forth in the Aircraft Sequence of Events.
Although certain portions of the programing are common to the three
vehicle sequences, the vehicle sequences of events which follow are
presented separately for purposes of clarity and the common
features are pointed out. The three vehicle sequences are described
as follows:
Aircraft Sequence of Events
The aircraft type number is found by subtracting 99 from the
vehicle type indicator. The aircraft type number then serves as an
index for entry into the Aircraft Characteristics List which con-
tains the following information concerning each aircraft type:
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1. Aircraft type indicator.
2. Transit speed (knots).
3. Minelaying speed (knots).
4. Minelaying altitude (feet).
5. Probability of mine release.
6. Probability of survival over the objective area.
The minelaying speed is converted to yards per minute and a vehicle
type flag is set to control the flow of this sequence in subsequent
portions of the program.
The total number of legs and the number of the first leg as-
signed to the aircraft are extracted from the Vehicle Arrival List.
Utilizing the leg number the corresponding leg data is extracted
from the Aircraft Leg Description List which contains the following





2. Number of mines to be layed on the leg.
3. X and Y co-ordinates of the leg initial point.
4. For each mine on the leg, the mine number and the X and Y
co-ordinates of its intended position.
5. X and Y co-ordinates of the leg terminal point.
The distance between consecutive points on the leg and the time
increments to transit those distances at minelaying speed are
computed. The time increments are summed and represent an ordered
record of the time elapsed (at all points on the leg) relative to
the vehicle's time of arrival at its first initial point. If the
vehicle is assigned more than one leg, the time increment for the
distance between the terminal point and the initial point of the
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next leg is computed and stored in the ordered record of relative
times. All succeeding legs assigned to the vehicle are handled in
an identical manner.
Upon completion of the calculation of the record of relative
times, it is next determined whether the aircraft is attrited and,
if so, at what time? A uniform random number is compared to the
aircraft probability of survival for the aircraft type. If the
aircraft is attrited, the time of attrition is found by multiplying
the aircraft's total time in the minefield objective area by a
uniform random number. This time is referred to as "dead time".
With completion of the computation of the foregoing values,
the actual simulation of the aircraft mining sequence is begun.
The aircraft transits to its first assigned mine release point and
the relative time for arrival at this point is compared to dead
time. If dead time is the earlier of the two times, the aircraft
is attrited and "true dead time" is calculated by adding dead time
to the date-time of arrival of the aircraft at its first initial
point. The attrition event along with the numbers of the mines
remaining on board the aircraft are recorded and the next vehicle
is selected. If the aircraft is not attrited at this time, the
following sequence of events is initiated:
1. Mine release from aircraft.
2. Parachute deployment.
3. Water impact.
4. Actual position determination.
5. Bottom impact.
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6. Burying (bottom mines only).
7. Case and anchor separation (moored mines only).
8
.
Arming (moored mines only)
.
9. Cable deployment (moored mines only).
10. Reliability.
The mine release event is begun with a search of the Aircraft
Bombrack Array. The array contains a list of the mines, by mine
number in order of intended release, as distributed among the six
possible bombracks for each aircraft. The number of each mine in
a releaseable position is compared with the number of the mine to
be layed at this position, as obtained from the Aircraft Leg
Description List. If the search is unsuccessful, the mine is
considered to be blocked by a prior release failure. If success-
ful, a uniform random number is compared with the probability of
release for the aircraft. If the mine does not release or is
blocked, this information is recorded and the aircraft proceeds
to the next point on the leg. If the mine releases, that mine
number is deleted from the bombrack array and the next mine moves
into a releaseable position. The information that a mine has
been released along with the true time of release is recorded and
the aircraft proceeds to the next point on the leg. This sequence
of events is repeated until the aircraft is either attrited or
arrives at its leg terminal point. If the aircraft has been
assigned more than one leg, and it arrives at its next leg initial
point without being attrited, the above sequence is repeated for
all succeeding legs.
24




Mine type (II) .
2. Probability of parachute deployment.
3. CEP for 3K feet, given that the chute deploys.
4. CEP for 3K feet, given that the chute does not deploy.
5. Probability of water impact damage, given that the chute
deploys
.
6. Probability of water impact damage, given that the chute
does not deploy.
7. Probability of impact damage on the hardest bottom, given
that the water depth is less than 20 feet and the chute
deploys
8. Probability of impact damage on the hardest bottom, given
that the water depth is less than 20 feet and the chute
does not deploy.
9. Probability of burying in the softest bottom.
10. Indicator of moor or bottom type mine.
11. NWL type if bottom mine does not bury/buries.
12. Probability of case/anchor separation.
13. Probability of full anchor cable deployment.
14. Probability that the mine operates, given that it has not
been damaged (reliability)
.
When a mine is released by an aircraft, a uniform random number is
compared to the probability of parachute deployment. If the para-
chute deploys, or the mine is not parachute equipped, the corres-
ponding CEP for an aircraft altitude of 3000 feet, the probability
of water impact damage, and the probability of impact damage on
the hardest bottom given that the water depth is less than 20 feet
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are extracted from this list. If the parachute does not deploy,
the corresponding probabilities are extracted in place of those
mentioned above. In either case, an appropriate modification is
made to the probability of burying in the softest bottom when the
depth of water at the impact point is found to be less than 20
feet. A uniform random number is then compared to the probability
of damage on water impact. If damage occurs, this information is
recorded.
The mine's corrected CEP is a function of the appropriate
original CEP for an aircraft altitude of 3000 feet and the air-
craft's minelaying altitude (see Appendix VI for mathematical
background) . The corrected CEP is converted to a standard
deviation which is used as an input to Subroutine RNORM. This
subroutine generates the X and Y errors which are applied to the
intended position to get the final position of the mine.
Using the final position of the mine determined above, Sub-
routine DEPTH is called to find the water depth at that point.
If the calculated water depth is negative, the fact that the mine
has been layed on the beach is recorded and the vehicle proceeds
to the next point on its leg. If the water depth is positive,
Subroutine DEPTH is then called again; this time with the neces-
sary arguments for determining the bottom type value at the mine's
final position.
The Mine Description List contains the following information
about each mine:
1 . Mine number
.
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2. Mine type (II)
.
3. Mine type (I)
.




8. Type of moor.
Depending on whether the mine layed is a moored mine or a bottom
mine, as determined from the above list, the sequence of events
now splits into two paths. For moored mines, the water depth at
the mine's final position is tested. If the water depth is less
than 20 feet and the mine's parachute failed to open, the appro-
priate probability of damage on the hardest bottom is used in
conjunction with the calculated bottom type factor to determine
the probability of damage on bottom impact. If the mine's para-
chute did deploy, the same calculations are made using the alter-
nate value of the probability of damage on the hardest bottom. A
uniform random number is then compared to the probability of
damage on bottom impact. When damage is found to have occurred,
this fact is recorded. If the water depth at the mine's final
position is found to be greater than 20 feet, the probability of
damage on bottom impact is considered to be negligible.
To determine whether case and anchor separate, a uniform
random number is compared to the probability of case/anchor
separation. If separation does not occur this event is recorded
and if the mine requires case/anchor separation in order to arm,
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the failure to arm is also recorded (the fact that the mine does
or does not require case/anchor separation in order to arm is de-
termined from the indicator of moor or bottom type in the Aircraft
Mine Characteristics List) . For moored mines not requiring case/
anchor separation to arm, reliability is tested as below. The mine
is then considered to come to rest on the bottom at its final posi-
tion and the aircraft proceeds to its next point. If the case and
anchor separation takes place, the case depth is then determined
by comparing a uniform random number to the probability of full
cable deployment. If the mooring cable fails to deploy fully, the
intended full cable deployment length is multiplied by a uniform
random number; otherwise the cable deploys fully in accordance
with its case depth setting. In both cases the final case depth
is calculated by two techniques, one for fixed case depth moored
mines and another for fixed cable length moored mines; both of
which utilize intended case depth and water depth at the mine's
final position. Finally, given that the mine has not been dam-
aged, it is determined and recorded whether the mine operates or
not by comparing a uniform random number and the mine's relia-
bility.
For bottom mines, the initial steps involving the determin-
ation of the probability of damage on the bottom are the same as
for moored mines. In addition, the probability of burying, as a
function of the probability of burying in the softest bottom and
bottom type, is determined. This probability is modified by the
addition of a factor of .1 if the water depth is less than 20
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feet and the mine's parachute deployed or by the addition of a
factor of .2 if the water depth is less than 20 feet and the mine's
parachute did not deploy. It is determined if the bottom mine is
a type for which burying is desirable or not desirable (by checking
the indicator of moor or bottom type for the mine in the Aircraft
Mine Characteristics List) and a uniform random number is then
compared to the probability of burying. If the mine is designed
to bury and it does not or if it is designed not to bury and it
does, a reduced actuation sensitivity (NWL type if bottom mine
does not bury/buries in the Aircraft Mine Characteristics List)
is selected and the event is recorded. Finally, if the mine has
not been damaged, a uniform random number is compared to the mine
reliability and the outcome is recorded.
Following the laying of a bottom or moored mine the events as
recorded are written on magnetic tape and the aircraft proceeds to
its next point.
It should be noted at this point that both "damaged" and
"unreliable" here carry a special connotation. "Damaged" implies
that the mine has been rendered inoperable. "Unreliable" implies
that although the mine is not damaged in the laying sequence, it
fails, totally, to operate.
Ship Sequence of Events
The ship type number is found by subtracting nine from the
vehicle type indicator. The ship type number then serves as an
index for entry into the Ship Characteristics List which contains
the following information for each ship type:
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1. Ship type indicator.
2. Transit speed (knots).
3. Minelaying speed (knots).




5. Probability of mine release.
6. Maximum time delay.
7. Probability of some damage to the ship type for the first
half-hour in the minelaying objective area.
The minelaying speed is converted to yards per minute and a vehicle
type flag is set to control the flow of this sequence in subsequent
portions of the program. Additionally, the navigational error
values are extracted from the Ships Characteristics List and a flag
indicating that no ship damage has occurred is set.
Ship leg information and the record of relative times is de-
termined from the Ship Leg Description List, which is identical in
format to the Aircraft Leg Description List. Upon completion of
the foregoing and utilizing the probability of some damage for the
first half-hour in the minelaying objective area and the total
time in the minefield, the probability of some damage occurring is
determined and tested as shown in Appendix VIII. If damage does
not occur, the time of damage is set to a value greater than the
ship's total time in the field. If the ship does suffer some
damage, the time of damage is determined by multiplying the ship's
total time in the field by a uniform random number. This time is
again referred to as "dead time".
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The actual simulation of the ship mining sequence is now begun.
The ship transits to its first mine release point and the probabil-
ity of release is compared to a uniform random number to determine
if the mine releases on the first attempt. Ship layed mines are
considered to always release due to the simplicity of ship mine
racks and the availability of alternative means of launching the
mine. However, if the mine does not release on the first attempt,
a time delay is computed by multiplying the maximum time delay by
a uniform random number. The X and Y distances traveled during
this delay time are calculated for use in the navigational error
routine and the time delay is added to the intended time of re-
lease. The computed release time is then compared to "dead time".
If "dead time" is the earlier of the two times, the ship is con-
sidered to have suffered some damage at "dead time", and the
event is recorded. The type of damage is randomly determined from
among the following:
1. Speed reduced by one-half.
2. Navigational error doubled.
3. Sunk.
4. Aborts mission.
5. No effect on mission.
The applications of the type of damage are discussed in Appendix
VIII, and only consider damage in the ways it may affect the
minelaying mission. Following the determination of the type of
damage, appropriate ship parameters are adjusted or the mission
is terminated. When a ship minelaying mission is terminated,
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this event and the mines remaining on board the ship are recorded
and the next vehicle is selected.
If the mission continues, the damage flag is set so no fur-
ther tests for damage will be made and when "dead time" is later
than the computed release time the mine is released at the com-
puted release time.
When a mine is released the following sequence of events is
initiated:
1. Actual position determination.
2. Bottom impact.
3. Burying (bottom mines only).
4. Case and anchor separation (moored mines only)
.
5. Arming (moored mines only).
6. Cable deployment (moored mines only).
7. Reliability.
The basic logic for determining the outcomes of these events is
essentially the same as that described in the Aircraft Sequence
of Events. The only significant exception being the navigational
error routine, which is described in Appendix VII. The various
probabilities and indicators in this instance are taken from the
Ship Mine Characteristics List which contains the following





2. Probability of damage on the hardest bottom, given that
the depth is less than 20 feet.
3. Probability of burying in the softest bottom.
4. Indicator of moor or bottom type.
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5. NWL type if bottom mine buries/does not bury.
6.. Probability of case/anchor separation.
7. Probability of full anchor cable deployment.
8. Reliability.
The ship continues to transit each of its assigned legs until
it arrives at the terminal point of its last leg or is sunk or
aborts the mission. All the events are recorded and the outcomes
of the laying events are written on magnetic tape.
Submarine Sequence of Events
The submarine type number is set equal to the vehicle type
indicator. The submarine type number then serves as an index for
entry into the Submarine Characteristics List which contains the
following information concerning each submarine type:
1. Submarine type indicator.
2. Transit speed (knots)
.
3. Minelaying speed (knots).






5. Probability that the mine is ready at firing time (PMR)
.
6. Maximum firing time delay (FTDM) (minutes).
7= Probability of detection (PD)
.
8. Probability that the submarine has knowledge of a de-
tections given that a detection has occurred (PKD/D)
.
9. Probability that the submarine thinks detection has
occurred, given no detection (PKD/ND)
.
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10. Probability that the submarine suspends operations,
given it has knowledge of detection (PSO/KD)
.
11. Probability that the submarine will return, given it
has suspended operations (PR/SO)
.
12. Probability that the submarine will return, given an
unsuccessful attack. (PR/UA) .
13. Probability of attack, given a detection (PA/D)
.
14. Probability of a successful attack, given an attack
(PSA/A)
.
15. Distance from the minefield perimeter to the one-hundred
fathom curve (D(100)).
The minelaying speed is converted to yards per minute and a vehicle
type flag is set to control the flow of this sequence in subsequent
portions of the program. Additionally, the time required for the
submarine to reach the 100 fathom curve from the minefield using
transit speed is calculated and the navigational error values are
extracted.
Submarine leg information and the record of relative times
is determined from the Submarine Leg Description List in basically
the same manner as was described for aircraft. The Submarine Leg
Description List contains the following information for each sub-
marine leg:
1. Leg number.
2. Number of mines to be layed on the leg.
3. X and Y co-ordinates of the leg initial point.
4. For each mine on the leg, the mine number, the X and Y
co-ordinates of the submarine's firing position, andfahe
X and Y co-ordinates of the mine's intended position.
5. X and Y co-ordinates of the leg terminal point.
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The additional information provided by the X and Y co-ordinates of
the submarine firing position is necessitated by the submarine's
capability to lay self-propelled mines.
It is obvious upon examination of the submarine mining opera-
tion that the submarine "detection/attrition" routine can not be
as simply modeled as that of aircraft and ships. The submarine's
best defense is evasion and the fact that it conducts the mining
operation covertly dictates complex techniques for simulating the
numerous possible combinations of detection, attack, and evasive
tactics. The several probabilities concerning detection, attack,
and tactics are extracted from the Submarine Characteristics List
and are combined to form a set of exhaustive and mutually exclusive
events as described in Appendix IX. One of the most important
tactics provided for is that the submarine can leave the field and
return at a later time, but it is subject to detection and attack
after each subsequent return. Following the combining of the
several probabilities above, "dead time" is calculated by multi-
plying the submarine's expected time in the minelaying objective
area by a uniform random number. In this instance "dead time" is
the occurrence of one of the possible detection/attrition events.
The actual simulation of the submarine mining sequence is
begun with the submarine transiting to its first firing position.
The probability that the mine is ready is compared to a uniform
random number. If the mine is not ready to fire, a time delay in
tenths of a minute is found by generating a uniform random number.
The delay is then compared to the maximum allowable time delay
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(FTDM) . If the time delay is less than the maximum allowable time
delay, it is added to the original firing time. This new firing
time is then compared to the original firing time of the next mine.
If the new firing time is the earlier of the two times, the test
to determine if the mine is ready is made again. The cycle is
repeated until the mine is determined to be ready to fire, or the
maximum allowable time delay is exceeded, or the firing time of the
next mine is approached. In the latter two cases the mine is not
layed, the information is recorded, and the submarine proceeds to
its next firing point. This cycle of events is included to simu-
late the submarine's unique capability to maneuver as necessary to
maintain firing position when a delay occurs. However, when the
firing delay becomes excessive, the submarine will elect to leave
a gap in the field due to the complexities of rearranging its
firing sequence plan and mine storage.
When a mine is found ready to be fired, the original (or
revised) firing time is compared to "dead time". If "dead time"
is the earlier of the two times, the type of detection/attrition
event is randomly determined as described in Appendix IX. Although
there are fourteen possible detection/attrition events, each of
which is handled differently, they can be summarized by stating
that the submarine takes no action, is attrited or aborts the
mission, or leaves the field and returns at some later time. If
the submarine is attrited or aborts the mission, the event and the
mines remaining on board are recorded, and the next vehicle is
selected. When the submarine elects to leave the field, the time
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out of the field is determined by the cause of the submarine
leaving the field and is primarily a function of the transit
time to the 100 fathom curve. Having left the field the sub-
marine can only return if its time of return does not exceed
the submarine end of mission time (TAM) . Upon return the sub-
marine resumes minelaying operations at the point of suspending
operations and a new "dead time" is computed. When the sub-
marine takes no action, or the original (or revised) firing time
is earlier than "dead time", the firing time is compared to TAM
and the submarine either terminates operations or the mine is
fired.
When a submarine mine is fired, the following sequence of
events is initiated:
1. Determination of failure for self-propelled mines.
2. Actual position determination.
3. Bottom impact.
4. Burying (bottom mines only).
5. Case and anchor separation (moored mines only).
6. Arming (moored mines only).
7. Cable deployment (moored mines only).
8. Reliability.
The basic logic for determining the outcomes of the above events
is essentially the same as that described in the Aircraft Sequence
of Events. The two significant exceptions are the navigational
error routine, which is the same as that for ships (see Appendix
VII), and the self-propelled mine position and failure routine,
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which is described in Appendix X. The various probabilities and
indicators in this instance are taken from the Submarine Mine
Characteristics List which contains the following information for





2. Probability of damage on the hardest bottom.
3. Probability of burying in the softest bottom.
4. Indicator of moor or bottom type.
5. NWL type if bottom mine buries/does not bury.
6. Probability of case/anchor separation.
7. Probability of full anchor cable deployment.
8. Probability of a normal run for a submarine self-
propelled mine.
9. Probability of a motor failure, given a failure for a
self-propelled mine.
10. Probability of a gyro failure, given a failure for a
self-propelled mine.
11. Probability of a depth failure, given a failure for a
self-propelled mine.
12. CEP for a normal run of a self-propelled mine.
13. Reliability.
The submarine continues to transit each of its assigned legs
until it arrives at the terminal point of its last leg or otherwise
terminates the mission. All events are recorded and the outcomes
of the laying events are written on magnetic tape.
The foregoing is an attempt to provide a description of the
general logic flow in the mine delivery simulation. It should
be evident that numerous devices not mentioned here, such as
38
indices and flags, have been used to direct the logic flow. The
application of these devices is apparent from the program listing,
list of variable names, and flow charts which appear in Appendices
IV and V.
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4. Applications of the Mine Delivery Model.
Now that the Mine Delivery Model has been described, what are
its uses? In brief, the model's purpose is to examine and simu-
late in detail the effects of the delivery vehicle's characteris-
tics, individual mine characteristics, and bottom characteristics
on the final minefield. The general technique in use today in
the modeling community is the generation, of a planned minefield
by some selected probability distribution with the normal and
uniform distributions being most popular for the purposes of
threat assessment. It is the authors' contention that this
approach does not adequately reflect the effects of vehicle
characteristics, such as maneuverability and navigational error,
on the final minefield pattern regardless of the randomness in-
tended. Also, it ignores the effects of bottom characteristics.
If it is not already apparent from the description of the simu-
lation that there are several factors regarding each mine which
will influence the effectiveness of the resultant minefield, it
is hoped that the reader will be convinced of this fact as well
as the limitations of assuming some distributions on the axes
when he has finished reading this section.
There are three general categories of information available
from the use of the Mine Delivery Model. The first is the
Summary Narrative (MINDEL) which presents information pertaining
to the delivery vehicles. In addition to the record of events
occurring to each vehicle, this narrative indicates the mines
layed or not layed, and why, by mine number. This information
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is of limited applicability. Since vehicle attrition is directly
related to the inputs provided by the user, vehicle attrition is
of value only with respect to its effect on which particular mines
are layed and the total number of mines layed. Additionally, al-
though no vehicle interaction is programed into the model, the
chronological record of events provides the user with a limited
capability for investigating such interaction.
The second category of information is the Detailed Narrative
(MINDEL1) which presents the results of the laying sequence for
each mine layed plus the following five statistics for each
iteration:
1. Number of mines layed.
2. Number of mines effective.
3. Number of mines buried.
4. Number of mines not buried.
5. Number of mines compromised.
The number of mines layed per iteration directly reflects the
success of the delivery operation. This coupled with the number
of effective mines and the number of mines buried or not buried
determines the effectiveness of the minefield. Although the
mines layed and not effective are not known to be considered in
existing threat assessment models, the parameters of such mines
are included in the Detailed Narrative in anticipation of the
introduction of minehunting features into threat assessment
models. The number of mines compromised is considered of inter-
est to the minefield planner because of the loss of the element
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of surprise for covert fields, and because of the fact that the
enemy's countermeasures effectiveness is greatly enhanced by the
recovery of even a single mine.
The third and last category of information is the distribu-
tions of mine positions (LSQRPLOT) . The program LSQRPLOT is in-
cluded in this paper as one possible course of action utilizing
the frequency and the cumulative distributions generated. Samples
of the graphical output of program LSQRPLOT appear in Figures 8, 9,
10, 11, 12 and 13, and the program listing appears in Appendix XII.
As pointed out in the opening paragraph of this section, the
procedure for generating mine positions for threat assessment mod-
els today involves the use of one of a few standard probability
distributions. It has been our purpose to demonstrate that the
final result of a mine delivery operation is not a purely random
field, but bears the signatures of the vehicles which layed the
field. Figure 4 shows the intended positions of the 167 mines
which could be representative of a planned minefield. Figures 5,
6, and 7 represent the possible results of the execution of this
mining plan. It should be apparent that:
1. Vehicle navigational error plays an important role in
the final minefield distribution. The distortion to the
intended patterns introduced by the aircraft layed mines,
based on the input data, is most evident in the eastern
portion of the sample minefields.
2. The effect of vehicle attrition on the intended minefield
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vehicle mine load. This can not be simulated by random
removal of mines from the intended minefield. The ob-
vious "gaps" in the three sample minefields shown dem-
onstrate the important effect of vehicle attrition on
the final minefield pattern.
In view of the above and of the fact that consideration of
vehicle capabilities is inherent to minefield planning and ex-
ecution, there should be no doubt remaining that vehicle char-
acteristics affect the final minefield.
Our primary objective of this model has been the generation
of a "most probable" minefield for use by a threat assessment
model. It was hoped that the data obtained from a large number
of runs of this model could be analytically reduced to a single
minefield representing the expected results of the execution of
a mining plan. It has been suggested that this could be accom-
plished by defining the mine position distributions on two ref-
erence axes of the minefield. This approach was investigated and
the results of using the observed distributions to generate a
random minefield are shown in Figure 14. It is obvious upon com-
parison of the randomly generated pattern with the intended and
other sample patterns that this approach is unsatisfactory. This
general scheme can be improved upon, if the user is willing to
expend the computer time and has the computer storage available,
by developing several distributions on one axis, each of which is
valid for a specified range on the other axis. Still unanswered,

























































axis would be required. It would appear that the number required
is dependent on the minefield shape and the accuracy desired.
Regardless of the extent of the above approach, the basic
problem of describing the "most probable" minefield remains un-
solved. Each particular mine with its resultant parameters con-
tributes in its own way to the minefield effectiveness and this
has been ignored. Therefore, the mine position distribution
approach is limited in application to those minefields consisting
of similar type mines and where the physical environment of the
mine is unimportant.
In view of the foregoing a procedure based on average mine-
field characteristics is recommended as an improved approximation
to a "most probable" minefield. This procedure involves the
selection of a sample number of runs from a large number of runs
for threat assessment. While the results of no single run of
program MINDEL could be considered truly representative of the
"most probable" minefield, a sample consisting of those runs
having characteristics approximating the expected or average
characteristics of a large number of runs may be considered
adequate for threat assessment purposes. For example, the Summary
of Results in Appendix XIII shows for the test run of 80 itera-
tions that the average number of mines layed was 137 of the 167
intended. Using the criterion of selecting the fields for which
the number of mines layed was within plus or minus two of the
average number of mines layed, runs number 11, 13, 16, 17, 34,
45, 50, 52, and 53 are selected. If the same criterion is applied
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. a
to the number of effective mines, runs number 11, 16, 34, and 45
are eliminated. Again applying this criterion to the last three
statistics in turn, run number 17 becomes the primary candidate
for threat assessment. To obtain a larger sample size requires
only relaxing the selection criterion accordingly. Having thus
determined the minefield(s) to be used for threat assessment, the
user has available in the output of program MINDEL1 the mine
parameters of each mine layed in the selected run(s) . Without
these parameters, i.e., case depth, actuation sensitivity, actua-
tion time, and mine type, in addition to the final mine position,
the vehicle, mine, and bottom characteristics are not adequately
represented.
It is concluded that the average values for the statistics
shown in the Summary of Results Table (MINDELl) provide the user
with a convenient guide to the selection of the particular runs
for threat assessment. While this is sampling via the "back-door",
it circumvents the complexity of determining a true "most probable"
minefield and yet preserves the consideration of individual mines
in threat assessment.
Without further investigation into the area of defining the
"most probable" minefield and in lieu of a more sophisticated
minefield classification technique, it is recommended that the
average statistics approach be adopted; since it represents a
significant improvement over existing minefield generation tech-
niques .
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations.
It is concluded that:
1. The Mine Delivery Model provides the U. S. Navy with the
capability of simulating specific mining plans.
2. Certain features incorporated in this model, i.e., bottom
contour and bottom type, provide new flexibility in minefield
generation.
3. Vehicle characteristics, particularly attrition and navi-
gational capabilities, have decided effects on the final mine-
field.
4. The generation of minefields for threat assessment by
simple probabilities for mine positions has limited applica-
bility.
It is recommended that:
1. This model be adopted for use by the mine warfare modeling
community.
2. The limitations of the use of simple probability distribu-
tions in generating mine positions for minefield threat assess-
ment be recognized, and that this method be used accordingly.
3. Further investigation be conducted into the feasibility of
classifying the "most probable" minefield.
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One of the first steps in the process of generating data for
the Mine Delivery Model is the planning of the physical charac-
teristics of the minefield. This requires the determination of
the geographical limits of the field, the geographical position
of each mine which is to be layed in the field, and the geograph-
ical positions of reference points for the minelaying vehicles.
Depending upon the size of the minefield (the number of mines to
be layed in the minefield) the generation of this data, even in
the form of latitude and longitude coordinates, can be a very
time consuming process.
Although there is no way to avoid manual plotting of the
minefield on a chart and recording the coordinates of each
desired position, the user is relieved of the task of converting
these coordinates to the more usable form of an X-Y grid
measured in yards. This conversion is accomplished by program
GRID and the converted data is stored on magnetic tape for later
use.
GRID has been written as a separate main program primarily
because it uses several thousand storage locations which would
otherwise have to be allocated to program MINDEL. Secondly, the
use of GRID as a separate program results in more efficient use




Program GRID accepts input data on punched cards as latitude
and longitude coordinates recorded to the nearest one-hundredth
of a minute and converts this data to X-Y grid coordinates
measured in yards from an inputed reference position (XREF, YREF)
.
The converted data (all mine positions, reference positions, and
field coordinates) is stored on magnetic tape and also printed
out for the user as a visual check against errors in the input
data.
A list of inputs for program GRID is provided in the follow-
ing pages along with information pertaining to how this data is
punched on the data cards. A description of how ACLDL, SHLDL,
and SULDL are derived is given below.
The reference position for the conversion process is de-
termined by enclosing the minefield and all vehicle reference
points by a rectangle of whatever size is necessary. The point
XREF, YREF is then the lower left hand corner of this rectangle.
In other words, XREF, YREF is the origin of a cartesian coordin-
ate system positioned so that the minefield and all reference
points fall within the first quadrant.
This program will handle all geographical situations
(i.e., the minefield straddles the equator, the prime meridian,
or the 180 degree meridian) except the case where XREF or the
longitude of a mine position falls exactly on the 180 degree
meridian.
All north latitudes and east longitudes must be inputed
as positive values. All south latitudes and west longitudes
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must be inputed as negative values.
The use of input data recorded to the nearest one-hundredth
of a minute results in an accuracy of approximately plus or minus
twenty yards in any converted position. It is felt that this is
an acceptable accuracy figure in view of the user's inability to
obtain more accurate position information from the average
nautical charts used for minefield planning purposes.
In the conversion process the inputed data is first converted
to degrees and fractions of degrees and then converted to yards
using the following equations , where each equation is divided by
0.9144 to convert from meters to yards.
Y = YLAT/57. 29578
YINT = Y Latitude - YREF
XINT = X Longitude - XREF
To convert latitude:
Y(yds) =






If the user does not desire to utilize all three types of
vehicles for laying a minefield,. GRID will convert the desired
2
N. Bowditch, American Practical Navigator (U. S. Navy
Hydrographic Office Publication No. 9, 1958), p. 1187.
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data if the appropriate parameters are inputed as zeroes. For
example: if only aircraft and ships are to be used, NSUR, NSUC,
and NMSU must be inputed as zeroes.
ACLDL, SHLDL, and SULDL are the primary inputs to program
GRID, and the desired data for these matrices must be carefully
recorded. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the suggested formats
for preparing this data prior to punching it on cards.
The following discussion relates to the preparation of data
for ACLDL and/or SHLDL (reference figure 15).
Assume that the minefield and all mines have been plotted.
Due to the large number of mines per leg shown here, it is
reasonable to assume that these 271 mines are to be delivered
by ships. Assume, also, that the legs have been determined, as
well as the initial and terminal points for each leg (each leg
must have an IP and a TP) . There are 18 legs (column 1) to be
transited by whatever number of ships have been assigned to the
minelaying mission (one vehicle can transit more than one leg -
the only limit to the number of legs per vehicle is the number
of mines that the vehicle can carry) . The number of mines to be
layed on each leg is entered in column two. The X-coordinate of
the IP for each leg is entered in column three and the Y-coordin-
ate of each leg IP is entered in column four.
The number of the first mine to be layed on each leg is
entered in column five, and this is followed by the X-coordinate
and Y-coordinate of the intended position of that mine in columns












Y-coordinate," is continued across each row from column five on
until all mines and their positions for each particular leg have
been entered (the maximum number of mines which can be layed on
a leg is 31 without a modification to the program) . Following
the last mine position, the X-coordinate and Y-coordinate of the
leg terminal point are recorded under the next "intended position"
columns with the column for the mine number left blank. This pro-
cedure is illustrated in rows 2, 17, and 18 of Figure 15.
The procedure for recording data for the SULDL matrix (refer-
ence Figure 16) is similar to that above with the exception of the
firing position. For self-propelled mines the firing position co-
ordinates and the mine intended position coordinates must be dif-
ferent, while they will be the same for mines not self-propelled.
When recording terminal point data for SULDL, the X-coordinate and
Y-coordinate of the terminal point are recorded in the firing
position columns with the mine number column again left blank.
This procedure is illustrated in row three of Figure 16. The
maximum number of mines which can be layed on one submarine leg
is 18, but this value can be increased by a program change. Note
that of the mines shown in Figure 16, mines number 65, 66, and 81
are self-propelled.
Figures 15 and 16 also illustrate the numerical format for
the data which is to be punched on cards. The latitude value, for
example, of 36 degrees and 25.48 minutes is punched as 36.2548.
The same format is used for longitude values. The negative values









Immediately preceding the program listing which appears at the
end of this appendix is presented a list of variables and input
preparation guidelines for program GRID. The guidelines consist of
a description of each data card in the order they should appear in
the data deck. For each card a sample FORTRAN card strip punched
with letters is shown followed by four columns; the first column
is the letter key corresponding to the letters on the card strip
and the second column is the corresponding FORTRAN specifications
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The final position of a mine is of great importance to this
model not only because the determination of this position is one
of the primary objectives of the model, but because it plays a
vital role in determining other characteristics of the mine.
When any mine is layed its characteristics are dependent
upon (1) whether it is operable or not, and (2), if it is operable,
its physical environment. The question of mine operability is,
among other things, decided by whether or not the mine is damaged
on bottom impact. This in turn is a function of the type of
bottom the mine impacts upon. The question of the physical en-
vironment of the mine is decided by whether or not the mine buries
and the final water depth of the mine case.
In order to provide a ready reference of data for answering
these questions over the continuum of possible final mine posi-
tions in the minefield area program SURFIT is used. This program
fits, in the least squares sense, a polynomial function, Z, of two
independent variables, X and Y, to values of the dependent vari-
able specified at points on a rectangular grid in the plane of the
independent variables. That is, given a set of values of Z at




> > A„ ^xV11 which best fits the data.
n=0 m=0
The optimum values of N and M as well as the coefficients, An>m*
are determined.
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The same rectangle as was used to define the minefield area in
program GRID is recommended for use here. This rectangle is then
divided into a grid of 45 or less segments on each axis. The fine-
ness of this grid should be determined by the user as necessary to
adequately describe both the water depth variations and the bottom
type variations (as explained in Appendix III)
.
When the water depth and bottom type data are prepared as
described in the "Input Data" section, program SURFIT generates
the coefficients of the depth contour and the bottom type contour
polynomials. This information, along with the degrees of the
independent variables in each polynomial, is written on magnetic
tape for use in program MINDEL. A complete printout of all input
data, the generated coefficients, and a table of differences is
provided. The table of differences provides the user with the
necessary information to determine the accuracy of the fit in
each case. It should be noted that in the case of the depth con-
tour any land masses within the rectangle must be given a negative
depth gradient if an accurate fit is to be obtained.
Program SURFIT3 was copied from the U. S. Naval Postgraduate
School Computer Facility Library and modified slightly for use in
this model. The program listing which appears at the end of this
appendix is basically the original listing, although not all
aspects of it are used. Specifically, that part of the program
3R. E. Clark, R. N. Kubik, and L. P. Phillips, "Orthogonal
Polynomial Least Squares Surface Fit, Algorithm 164."
Communications of the ACM , VI (April, 1963), pp. 162-163.
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which pertains to new X and Y values that can be read in for evalu-
ation after the polynomial has been calculated is not used in this
program. The basic computational technique is used, however, in
program MINDEL where it is included as Subroutine Depth.
The "Input Data" section which immediately follows describes
the complete range of input data for program SURFIT as a conveni-
ence to the user. The description lists the punched cards in the
order they are to appear in the data deck. For each card there is
a sample FORTRAN card strip punched in the correct format with
letters. In the four columns below each sample card strip may be
found the letter keys corresponding to the letters on the card
strip, the corresponding FORTRAN specifications, the variable names
as they appear in the program, and a brief definition. The input
variables which have been specifically used in this adaptation of
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BOTTOM TYPE CODING AND ITS APPLICATION
In examining the aspects of minelaying it becomes obvious
that the events of importance should include mine burying and
damage to the mine on bottom impact (the latter becomes of
particular importance in aerial mining) . It is also clear that
the outcomes of these events are dependent on the type of bottom
material at the mine's final position as well as water depth.
It is assumed that for water depths greater than 20 feet the
mine's sinking rate has greatly slowed and is a function of the
mine's weight and dynamic drag only; hence in the aircraft and
ship sequences of events the probability of damage on bottom im-
pact is zero for water depths greater than 20 feet. In the sub-
marine sequence, since there always exists some possibility of
the mine retaining some additional velocity from tube ejection
or self-propulsion, the probability of impact damage is always
considered, but it is small and independent of water depth.
It is assumed that the type of bottom material can be
represented by a numeric code for each of the bottom sediments
in the order of their increasing consistency on a scale of zero
to five as in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Scale for Bottom Material *
Further, an examination of any nautical chart demonstrates the
variability of bottom material over the area of a typical minefield.
To simulate the variability in bottom material a grid, preferably
the same grid as used to code water depth, is superimposed over the
area under consideration and each grid point is assigned a value
according to the scale in Figure 17. A surface polynomial is then
fitted to the bottom type values as described in Appendix II.
It is also assumed that the probability of burying and the
probability of damage on bottom impact are linear functions of
bottom type, i.e., the value assigned to the material at the mine's
final position. The probability of burying has a maximum of the
probability of burying in the softest bottom (PBSB) provided by
the user for each mine type for ooze and a minimum of zero for
boulders, and has the following equation:
4
U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office, Nautical Chart Symbols and
Abbreviations
, Chart No. One, January, 1957, p. 14.
N. Bowditch, American Practical Navigator , U.S. Navy Hydro-
graphic Office Publication No. Nine, 1958, p. 108.
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PB = PBSB - ( PBSB / 5.0 )( BTMTYP )
where PB is the probability of burying and BTMTYP is the value for
the bottom material. The probability of bottom impact damage has
a maximum of the probability of bottom impact damage on the hard-
est bottom (PDHB) provided by the user for each mine type for
boulders and a minimum of zero for ooze, and has the following
equation:
PD = ( PDHB / 5.0 )( BTMTYP )
where PD is the probability of damage on bottom impact. For ex-
ample, let BTMTYP have the value, two, i.e., gravel. Assume the
user has provided a value of .95 for PBSB and a value of .75 for
PDHB, then
PB = .95 - ( .95 / 5.0 )( 2.0 ) = .57
PD = ( .75 / 5.0 )( 2.0 ) = .34 .
A uniform random number is then compared to these probabilities
to determine whether the mine buries or not and whether the mine
is damaged or not.
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APPENDIX IV
PROGRAM LISTING, INPUT FORMAT, AND VARIABLE NAMES
FOR PROGRAM MINDEL
On the succeeding pages of this appendix appear the program
listing, input format, and variable names for Program MINDEL. The
input format immediately follows the program listing and describes
the punched card input data deck by card type. The card types are
shown in the order of their appearance in the data deck along with
an indication of the number of cards of each type required and
their order. Further, for each card type, there is a sample
FORTRAN card strip on which letters are punched according to the
format required by the program. Below each card strip in four
columns appear the letter keys corresponding to the letters on
the card strip, the FORTRAN specifications, the variable names
as they appear in the program, and brief definitions. Included
in each definition and by notes where appropriate are guidelines
to variable values and to the program changes required when cer-
r
tain values are exceeded. Following the input format section an
alphabetical list of all variable names and their definitions
which appear in Program MINDEL and except those defined in the
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APPENDIX V
FLOWCHARTS FOR PROGRAM MINDEL
The succeeding pages of this appendix contain the flowcharts
of the logic of program MINDEL and its subroutines. A list of the
flowchart symbols used is shown in Figure 18. In addition to the
normal application of these symbols, i.e., an appropriate symbol
containing a FORTRAN statement, the processing rectangle contain-
ing a brief descriptive statement and with a number, e.g., 1. or
3.2, over the upper left-hand corner is used to summarize certain
sections of the program as an aid in following the logic. A later
flowchart with the same number appearing in a small box at the
upper right-hand corner of the page and delineated by the terminal
symbol with the words, "ENTRY" and "CONTINUE", contains further
detail of the section summarized. Also, the connector numbers
are consistent throughout the entire set of flowcharts with
exception of the subroutine flowcharts. These flowcharts will
greatly aid the user in understanding the commentary in the main










Figure 18. Flowchart Symbols
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AIRCRAFT CIRCULAR PROBABLE ERROR
The navigational error technique for aircraft used in the mine
delivery simulation involves the use of circular probable error
(CEP), i.e., the 50 per cent probability circle. The decision to
utilize CEP was based on a survey of publications concerning aerial
minelaying and the observation that CEP was the most available form
of data for aircraft navigational error. The data is generally
tabulized with CEP as a function of aircraft altitude for selected
ranges of airspeeds. Upon examination of these tables it is clear
that CEP does not vary linearly with altitude, and it is here as-
sumed that Altitude versus CEP has the form of the upper right half







Circular Probable Error (yards)
Figure 19. Aircraft Altitude versus Circular Probable Error.
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The equation of the curve is:
h 2 - ( 1 - e 2 )( 1 - ( cep - 1 ) 2 )
where h = aircraft altitude, e = geometric eccentricity, and
cep = radius of Circular Probable Error.
Since the hyperbola passes through the origin, only one other
point on the curve is required to determine the hyperbola's eccen-
tricity. Using this fact and re-arranging the foregoing equation,
the following formulation results:
e*= ( ( 1 - ( cep-1 ) 2 - h* 2 ) / ( 1 - ( cep* - 1 ) 2 ) )**
JL JL
where e = computed geometric eccentricity, h - 1000 yards or
3000 feet of aircraft altitude, and cep* = CEP for 3000 feet
of aircraft altitude from the Aircraft Mine Characteristics
List in yards.
Again re-arranging the equation and using the calculated
eccentricity, e*, and the aircraft's minelaying altitude, H, from
the Aircraft Characteristics List, the particular CEP is calcu-
lated:




Utilizing this calculated CEP and the definition of CEP, the de-
viation of a normal distribution is determined:
Sigma = ( CEP / 1.1774 )
Assuming the normal distribution has mean zero, i.e., centered at
the mine's intended position, and the above deviation, the X and Y
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errors are generated by using the approximation :
N
!> Z i - N (E(Z))
Error = I = 1 ( Sigma )
tfc (dev.(Z))
where Z is uniform (0,1).
The X and Y errors are algebraically added to the X and Y co-
ordinates, respectively, of the mine's intended position to de-
termine the final mine position.
6 E. Parzen, Modern Probability and Its Application (New York:




A method of accurately simulating the problem of navigational
error is required. Basically, a mine is to be layed at a precise
geographical position, but the probability that the mine will be
layed at exactly that position is zero due to navigational error.
It is assumed that this error is Uniform on (0,2TT) in bearing, but
the range distribution must be determined by some other means.
If sufficient data were available for every type of naviga-
tional equipment which might be encountered, giving the errors of
these equipments under different operating conditions, it is con-
ceivable that acceptable standard deviations for these equipments
could be derived. Lacking this data, however, and desiring to
provide navigational error information from as simple a routine
as possible, the following technique has been adopted to approxi-
mate the range distribution. The technique is similar to that used
to estimate completion times in a PERT system, but the development
of the density function and the transformation of the Uniform (0,1)
random variable is taken from the work of Underwood. I 16
J
The user is required to provide three inputs for each vehicle
type navigational error. These three inputs are:
(1) BNE - an optimistic estimate of navigational error
(2) ANE - the most likely navigational error
(3) GNE - a pessimistic estimate of navigational error
As an example, take the case of a surface ship's navigational
error. After considering all possible factors which could influ-
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ence navigational accuracy for the ship type in the minelaying
problem, the user may decide to input the following data -
BNE = 50 yds, ANE = 125 yds, GNE = 400 yds
The three estimates of navigational error define a trian-






Figure 20. Triangular Density Function
Since the Distribution function of this density may be cal-
culated by a simple formula, the transformation from a sample, u,
drawn from a Uniform (0,1) distribution, to a sample from the
desired triangular density, may be accomplished by a simple cal-
culation.
The technique is illustrated here for the random variable,
y , having the general triangular distribution with lower limit
BNE, upper limit GNE, and mode ANE.












The distribution function of y is:
I;Fy*(y) = \ fy*(z)dz
= (y-BNE) 2 , BNEiySANE
(GNE-BNE) (ANE-BNE)
= ANE-BNE + ANE
2





Now, let u = Fy*(y) , and solve for the inverse function,
y = Fy
*- ] (u) , and get
y = BNE + \J u (GNE-BNE) (ANE-BNE) , O^u^ANE-BNE
GNE-BNE
= GNE - y (GNE-ANE) (GNE-BNE) ( 1-u) , ANE-BNE^uSl
GNE-BNE
Therefore, if we draw a random number, u, from the Uniform (0,1)
distribution, and determine y by means of the above function,
then y* has the desired triangular distribution.
Using the above technique, the procedure for determining the
final positxon of a mine is:
1. Locate the intended position (X,Y Co-ordinates).
2. Generate a random bearing.
3. Generate a random range.
4. Loti-Lfc; che final mine position on the random bearing
at the random range from the intended position and
convert to X, Y Co-ordinates.
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Although there are undoubtedly more accurate methods of
simulating navigational error, this method uses very little
computer time and it is believed to be accurate enough for the
purposes of this model. Additionally, the use of the three
error estimates has the advantage of effectively eliminating
any bias the user may introduce if only one estimate of navi-




The determination of ship damage is based on the following
assumptions
:
1. The longer a ship is in the minelaying objective area
the greater its probability of suffering some damage.
2. That this probability of a ship suffering some damage
increases exponentially with time in the minelaying objective
area.
3. That "damage" can be treated as the cumulative effect of
all hits suffered by a ship.
4. The operational commander can give an estimate of the
probability of some damage per ship type for the first half-
hour period in the minelaying objective area, based on the
expected defensive capability of the enemy.
The Probability of a Ship Suffering Some Damage as a function
of time is defined as follows:
C1.4-C0
,
P(t) = e - 1
This function is shown below for several values of alpha.
r 1 1 e Z .
S i
orixp Probability of Damage Function
-> ^ (wA
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The procedure for evaluating damage is as follows:
1. User supplies Pu = P(some damage/ship type - first half-hour)
2. Compute
.7
3. Compute time for P(t) = 1 and c< as in (2) where
P(t) = e (1 - 4Kt) - 1 for all t,
i("-iS2 "I
2 [_ln(Pu + 1)J
4. Compute total time ship under fire, T t .
5. Compare T and Tt
(a) If Tt <T, P(t) = e
^- H^^
_ !
(b) If T t >T, P(t) = 1
6. If T t<T, compare a U(0,1) random number to P(Tt ) to
determine if some damage is suffered. If T t ^T, some damage
is suffered.
7. Compare a U(0,1) random number with (0, Tt ) to determine
the time of damage if the ship suffers some damage.
If the ship is damaged, at the time of damage a uniform random num-
ber is compared to the following cumulative damage scale to deter-
mine the type of damage.








Figure 22. Damage Type Scale for Ships
i.o
Note: The Increments on the above damage scale can be adjusted, as
desired by the user, through a program change.
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As an example, suppose the user provides P = 0.2 as the proba-
bility that a ship type will suffer some damage during its first
half-hour in the minelaying objective area. Then,
<*< - 0.26
T = 1.-91 hours
Therefore, if the ship stays in the minelaying objective area for a
period of time which is greater than or equal to 1.91 hours, its
probability of damage is 1.0. Whereas, if the ship stays less than
1.91 hours its probability of suffering some damage is less than 1.
If the ship stays for 1.5 hours,




Because of the stealth and covertness unique to submarine
mining operations, special handling of submarine detection and
attrition was adopted. An examination of submarine and enemy
capabilities led to the requirement that the user of the mine
delivery simulation provide the following eight probabilities
which represent the essence of the enemy action and submarine
tactics possible:
1. Probability of detection - the chance that the enemy,
will detect the submarine while it is in the minefield
objective area.
2. Probability of knowledge of detection given detection -
the chance that the submarine will know he has been de-
tected when actually detected.
3. Probability of thinking detected given no detection - the
chance that the submarine considers itself detected when
in fact detection has not occurred, e.g., a patrol craft
enters the vicinity or an aircraft passes low overhead.
4. Probability of suspending operations given knowledge of
detection - the chance or operational doctrine requiring
that the submarine suspend operations if it is detected.
Suspension of operations always takes place prior to
attack or localization.
5. Probability of attempting return to the mining mission
given operations have been suspended - the chance or
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operational requirement that the submarine return to com-
plete the mission, if it suspends operations.
6. Probability of attack given detection - the chance that
the enemy will, and has the means to, press home an attack.
7. Probability of a successful attack given an attack - the
chance that the enemy's attack will be a success, i.e.,
the submarine is sunk.
8. Probability of attempting return given an unsuccessful
attack - the chance or operational requirement that the
submarine return after surviving attack and evading.
By those probabilities where operational doctrine was indicated,
the user is able by inputing zero or one to prescribe the mining
mission doctrine for submarines.
Assuming that the marginals of the conditional probabilities
and the probability of detection listed in the first paragraph are
independent, and hence multiplicative in their intersections, the
eight probabilities are combined to form 14 exhaustive and mutually
exclusive events which are:
1
.
The submarine is not detected and does not think it is
detected.
2. The submarine is not detected, thinks it is detected, and
does not suspend operations.
3. The submarine is not detected, thinks it is detected,
suspends operations, and does not attempt return.
k. Same as 3., but the submarine does attempt return.
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5. The submarine is detected, knows it is detected, does not
suspend operations, and is not attacked.
6. Same as 5
.
, but the submarine is attacked, survives the
attack, and does not return.
7. The submarine is detected, knows it is detected, does not
suspend operations, is attacked, survives attack, and
attempts return.
8. The submarine is detected, does not suspend operations,
is attacked, and is sunk.
9. The submarine is detected, knows it is detected, suspends
operations, and does not attempt return.
10. Same as 9., but the submarine attempts return.
11. The submarine is detected, does not know it is detected,
and is not attacked.
12. The submarine is detected, does not know it is detected,
is attacked, and is sunk.
13. The submarine is detected, does not know it is detected,
is attacked, survives attack, and does not attempt return,
14. Same as 13., but the submarine does attempt return.
These 14 probabilities are considered distributed with segment
lengths proportional to their computed values on the unit interval,
A uniform (0^,1) random number is compared to this interval to de-
termine which detection and tactical action chain takes place.
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In the instances where the submarine suspends operations and
attempts return or is attacked and attempts return, the time out of
the field is computed by one of two formulations based on the fol-
lowing assumptions:
1. The submarine will transit to beyond the 100 fathom curve
in any evasive action.
2. If attacked, the submarine will spend more time in evasion
than if he were only detected but not localized.
The time out of the field is computed in terms of the relative time
of return (TRET) which for a submarine that has suspended operations is
TRET - DT + 2. ( TD100 ) + ( TDIF - DT ) (RN)
and for a submarine that has been attacked is
TRET - DT + 2. ( TD100 ) + 2. ( TDIF - DT ) (RN)
where DT is "dead time" in minutes, TD100 is the time it takes to
transit to the 100 fathom curve, TDIF is the time of end of mission for
submarines relative the submarine's time of arrival in minutes, and
RN is a uniform (0,1) random number. The time out of the field for a
submarine which has been attacked is greater than that for a submarine
which has suspended operations by a factor of ( TDIF - DT ) (RN)
.
The submarine returns at computed time and resumes its mining
mission provided that the time of return does not exceed the End of
Mission Time (TAM) set for submarines and that the mission was not al-
ready completed. The submarine upon its return is again subject to
detection or attrition based on the same 14 probabilities and a new
"dead time" computed from the time remaining to complete the mission.





In the Submarine Sequence of Events following the firing of a
mine and the determination of the submarine's firing position, it
must be determined if the mine is self-propelled. This is accom-
plished by testing the probability of failure for a self-propelled
mine (PF) from the Submarine Mine Characteristics List for the
mine type being layed. The value of PF should be zero for mine
types that are not self-propelled. Having thus determined that
the mine is self-propelled, a uniform random number is compared
to PF to determine if a propulsion or control failure occurs. If
a failure does not occur, then a circular probable error (CEP)
about the mine's intended position is used to determine its final
position.
If a failure does occur, the type of failure that takes place
must be determined so that the failure characteristics may be
considered in calculating the mine's final position. There are
three possible types of failure, motor failure, steering failure,
and depth control failure. These three failure types are repre-
sented by the three probabilities, probability of motor failure,
probability of gyro failure, and the probability of depth control
failure from the Submarine Mine Characteristics List, and are
mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The three probabilities are
considered distributed with segment lengths proportional to their
values on the unit interval. A uniform random number is compared
to this interval to determine which type of failure takes place.
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For a motor failure the underlying concept is that the mine
will come to rest at a random point along its intended path. This
point is calculated by multiplying the directed distance from the
submarine's firing position to the mine's intended position by a
uniform random number and vectorially adding the resultant value
to the submarine's firing position.
For a gyro or steering failure the underlying concept is that
the mine will go erratic in steering control at a random point
along its intended path, but its motor will continue to run. The
mine then will come to rest at a random point in a circle centered
at the point the mine went erratic and with a radius equal to
length of the remaining intended path. The point at which the
mine goes erratic is determined in the same manner as the final
resting point for motor failure. To this point a distance calcu-
lated by multiplying a uniform random number by the length of the
remaining intended path, and directed by 2Tt times a uniform
random number, is vectorially added to determine the mine's final
position.
For a depth control failure the concept is that the mine will
go erratic in depth control at a random point along its intended
path, and thereafter it will hunt about its set running depth in
the vertical plane resulting in a reduced distance of advance along
its intended path. Again, the point at which the mine goes erratic
is determined in the same manner as the final resting point for
motor failure. To this point is vectorially added the directed
distance of the remaining intended path multiplied by a uniform
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random number thus determining the mine's final position.
Having determined the mine's final position the sequence for
determining the mine parameters is continued in a fashion identi-
cal to that for all other mines with one exception. In the case
of motor failure the mine must run for a minimum distance, 500
yards as presently programmed, or it will not arm. This minimum
arming distance may be changed by modification of the IF statement




Program MINDEL1 is an auxiliary program which has as its
purpose the printing of the details regarding each mine layed
and the compiling of selected statistics to summarize the re-
sults of several iterations. In addition to its primary pur-
pose MINDELl prints the input to the main program, MINDEL.
At the outset of this program the increment size and the
number of increments on both the X and Y axes are established
by subroutine DELXY. The increment information is utilized in
a later portion of the program to develop distributions of mine
positions on the X and Y axes. Following the call of subroutine
DELXY, all the input on magnetic tape from the main program is
read and printed out in a tabular form with full captioning for
easy reference. A sample is shown in Appendix XIII.
That which follows in program MINDELl hinges largely upon
the structure of a 30-element array called OUTPUT. The elements
of OUTPUT are:
1. Chute deployment indicator.
2. Water impact damage indicator.
3. Bottom impact damage indicator.
4. Case /anchor separation indicator.
5. Mooring cable deployment indicator.
6. Buried mine indicator.
7. Did not bury indicator.
8. Reliability indicator.
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9. On the beach indicator.
10. Arming failure due to case/anchor separation failure
indicator.
11. Mine watching indicator.
12. Arming failure due to short run indicator.
13. Motor failure indicator.
14. Gyro failure indicator.
15. Depth control failure indicator.
16. Time of lay.
17. Mine number.
18. X coordinate of mine's position.
19. Y coordinate of mine's position.
20. Case depth.
21. Mine type II.
22. NWL type.







30. Time of activation.
In the main program when an event was recorded, it was accomplished
by setting the applicable indicator of the 15 indicator elements to
zero or one. After determining the outcome of all the events in a
particular mine's sequence, OUTPUT was written on magnetic tape.
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The OUTPUT arrays are then read singly from tape by MINDEL1 and
decoded until an end of file is encountered.
As each OUTPUT is read from magnetic tape, it is determined
whether it is the beginning of an iteration or not. If so, all
the elements are zero except the run number (IREP) and the random
number generator initializing value (IR) which are then printed
out. If not, those indicators of the first 15 elements which
indicate the mine is inoperable, i.e., unreliable or damaged, are
examined. If the mine is fully operable, the time of activation
is computed by adding the arming delay to the time of lay and this
time is stored in element number 30; otherwise, that element is
zero. The full set of the first 15 elements is examined and in-
dices to control the printing of adverse events, if any, are then
set. Prior to any printout of the information regarding a mine,
the X and Y coordinates are tested and counts are added to the
corresponding increments of the X and Y axes. Also the applicable
counts are added to the following statistics:
1. Number of mines layed.
2. Number of mines effective.
3. Number of mines buried.
4. Number of mines not buried.
5. Number of mines compromised.
All mines not damaged 5 unreliable, on the beach, or which failed to
arm are considered effective. The number of mines buried (not
buried) is the count of those mines for which burying (not burying)
is undesirable. Compromised mines are those mines whose final
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positions are on the beach or those moored mines which are watch-
ing. The mine number, time of lay, time of activation, X and Y
coordinates, and case depth along with comment on adverse events
are then printed for each mine layed. At the end of each itera-
tion the total of the five statistics listed above is shown. Since
the foregoing process generally exceeds the capacity of a standard
output tape, subroutine STP was included to write an end file mark
on the standard output tape and stop the program for changing the
standard output tape at the computer operator's discretion.
Upon completion of processing all the OUTPUTS, a summary table
of the five statistics along with the average of all the runs is
presented. The count distribution on the X and Y axes is normal-
ized, i.e., converted to a frequency distribution. The frequency
distribution is then converted to a cumulative distribution. The
values for both the frequency and cumulative distributions on the
X and Y axes ar,e then written on magnetic tape for use in program
LSQRPLOT.
Sample output from program MINDELl appears in Appendix XIII.
The program listing follows in this appendix. Preceding the pro-
gram listing appear two pages describing the data deck for this
program. The first of these two pages is of particular importance.
It lists 15 cards containing alpha-numeric phrases which must
appear in the order shown and as the first 15 cards of the data
deck, since they are an integral part of the program's logic. On
the succeeding page appears the description of the single addi-
tional data card required. As described in Appendices I, II, and
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On the pages which follow in this appendix is the program list-
ing for program LSQRPLOT and is included here to demonstrate how the
distribution information provided by program MINDEL1 may be utilized.
The subroutines DRAW and LSCFWOP were copied from the U. S. Naval
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On the succeeding pages of this appendix appears the printed
output of programs MINDEL and MINDELl . The particular runs shown
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FLOWCHARTS FOR PROGRAMS GRID, SURFIT, AND MINDELl
This appendix contains the flowcharts of programs GRID, SURFIT,
and MINDELl. These flowcharts are included to aid the user in work-
ing with those programs. The flowchart symbols shown in Figure 18
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